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Clarification Note #6  

EUSPA internal reference: 264078 
 

Procurement procedure: GSA/OP/24/20   

 
Question #68: Scenario 3: Do tenderers need to include merely the proposal/conception of the 
digital marketing strategy – or tenderers should actually make a budget and effort estimation 
breakdown for the implementation of the digital marketing campaign as well? 

Answer #68: As specified in the relevant scenarios for all LOTS “Describe the team and expertise 
involved in the delivery of the task; explain how the work would be organised within the team, from 
kick-off to final delivery, including possible sub-contractors, and how long would be required for each 
stage; • Provide an effort estimation breakdown (per profile expressed in man-days) for each task;” 
the budget and effort estimation is indeed for the planning and implementation of the marketing 
campaign, not merely for the proposal’’. It shall therefore be understood that the budget and effort 
estimation is indeed for the planning and implementation of the marketing campaign. 

 

Question #69: If we realise that we would need more profiles than the ones suggested in the tender 
specifications – for example: the suggested profiles for Lot 3 do not include a graphic designer – 
should we then include these extra profiles in our budget, team and effort estimation breakdown? 
Or are we required to limit ourselves to the suggested profiles (in this case, as listed under title 
3.1.2.3 on page 26 of the tender specifications)? 

 
Answer #69: Please refer to Q&A #34 in the clarification note 3 (‘’the tenderers should remain within 
the requested profiles, as listed under section 3.1.2 of the tender specifications’’).  

 

Question #70: In section 5.6 - Content of the tender to be submitted (page 54 of the Tender 
Specifications), the 4th bullet requests ‘’continuous page numbering’’:  

(a) In the case of submitting the tender “only on electronic media” does the continuous page 
numbering apply?  

(b) In the case of “paper and electronic copy of each document submitted” submission, please clarify 
how to handle continuous page numbering for the Administrative documents on envelope 1 (forms 
signed with QES and official certificates)? Please take into account that we need to provide various 
forms (signed by QES by the group members and subcontractors) and PDF certificates from official 
authorities (which are signed and if we compile them in one PDF file, the signatures will be 
invalidated). 

 
Answer #70: Regardless of the way of tender submission, each document shall include continuous 
page numbers, making it clear that no page is missing. However, there is no need for common 
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consecutive page numbering of all documents included in the tender. The administrative documents 
(e.g. official certificates) should be submitted ‘’as is’’, regardless of whether they contain page 
numbering or not.    

 

Question #71: In section 5.7 - Submission of the Tender Specifications (pages 59-60) with regard to 
submission only on electronic media:  

(a) There should be one outer envelope which will contain 3 (three) CD-ROM, DVD or USB sticks, no 
other envelopes are required.  

Is our understanding correct?  

(b) Each of the 3 electronic media will contain a full set of the proposal documents (i.e. 
Administrative, Technical and Financial Offer). If that is correct, contrary to the printed submission 
with separate inner envelopes, this type of submission cannot guarantee that the financial offers 
will be opened last, following the award criteria scoring.  

Could you kindly clarify how the two different submission types are equivalent and can both 
guarantee an objective evaluation? 

 
Answer #71:  

(a) As per section 5.7 of the tender specifications, the outer envelope shall contain the 3 (three) CD-
ROM, DVD or USB sticks with the full set of documents. The documents must be divided in 3 folders: 
Folder 1: ADMINISTRATIVE DOCUMENTS; Folder 2: TECHNICAL OFFER; Folder 3: FINANCIAL OFFER.  

No further envelopes are required. 

(b) The evaluation committee ensures that the financial offers will only be opened upon conclusion of 
the qualitative award criteria (section 4.4.5 of the Tender Specifications).  

 

Question #72: LOT3 Web design, development, management, online marketing, social media 
management, and editorial services - Scenarios 1 & 2: 

In the Tender Specifications document the effort estimation breakdown for each task is requested 
per scenario.  

We would like to ask whether the Tenderers are expected to estimate for each scenario the full 
effort including development and implementation or estimate only the requested tasks. 
Development and Implementation are not directly requested as part of the scenarios, but are the 
necessary steps for the products to go-live. 

 
Answer #72: Please refer to Q&A #68 above. 
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Question #73: According to section 5.5.3 of the Tender Specifications, “Each inner envelope shall 
contain one (1) ORIGINAL and one (1) COPY in electronic format” of the tender documents. Some of 
our administrative documents i.e. Annexes 1.A and 1.B, have been signed electronically by our 
partners – but others have been signed manually. In this case, is it acceptable to include printouts 
of the electronically signed documents in the paper version of the tender, together with the originals 
from the others? 

 
Answer #73: Yes, in that case the paper version of the tender should include printouts of the 
electronically signed documents. Please note that the print out and the electronic copy of the tender 
should be identical. 

 

Question #74: As a follow-up question to Answer #33 in Clarification Note 3, do we understand 
correctly that mock-ups, screenshots and other examples will indeed not count towards the page 
count – even if they are included in these pages (and so, not separated in the Scenario’s Annex)?  

 
Answer #74: Tenderers can either include the mock-ups, screenshots and other examples at the end 
of the document or inside the document, in both cases they will not be counted in the total number 
of pages. 

 

Question #75:  Not all profiles listed for Lot 3 seem to be required for the implementation of the 
four scenarios. Therefore, when it comes to completing the Lot 3 financial offer, some of the 
items/profiles would not be budgeted under any of the four scenarios. Can you please advise how 
tenderers are expected to approach this? 

 
Answer #75: In the annex I.F -LOT3 the tenderers are requested to provide unit prices for all profiles 
in the relevant tab of the Annex I.F (‘’I.F – LOT3.01 FWC Unit Prices’’). For the profiles to be used in 
the simulation exercises, the tenderers are expected to fill-in the tab ‘’I.F – LOT3.02 Price of Tender’’ 
with the number of units to be used for the purposes of the simulation exercise.  

In case any of the profiles is not to be used in the simulation exercise, the tenderers should leave blank 
the column with the number of units in the tab ‘’I.F – LOT3.02 Price of Tender’’. 

 

Question #76: In section 2.1.2 of the Tender Specifications, you indicate that the contractor should 
include in the layout for all materials certain ‘’mandatory’’ elements in relation to the corporate 
identity of the Agency and the European Union. Point e), specifically, mentions the logo of the 
Publications Office.  

Should we include this logo in our Scenario 1 & 2 (Lot1) graphic proposals even though we did not 
find it in the current communication materials? 
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Answer #76: The tenderer can either include the logo of the publications office or leave a “space 
holder”. 

 

Question #77: For the SLA required in Lot 3, is our understanding correct that a migration plan is 
needed for the migration of hosting services, while phase in and phase out activities will cover the 
services of the entire contract and both should be covered in the SLA? 

 
Answer #77: Yes, we confirm the understanding. 

 

Question #78: For the SLA required in Lot 3, we understand that the request to migrate hosting 
services may be requested at any time during the contract and such a request would be covered by 
a Specific Contract. Please confirm if our understanding is correct. 

 
Answer #78: We confirm the understanding.  

 

Question #79: For the SLA required in Lot 3, is our understanding correct that migration in this 
context only refers to the migration of hosting services and not the development or redevelopment 
of websites? 

 
Answer #79: Yes, we confirm the understanding.  

 

Question #80: Scenario 4 of Lot 3 refers to a Junior Drupal developer providing online support 
services. Can you clarify what type of support services this may include? 

 
Answer #80: This may include 

o basic Bootstrap designing (change background images, style blocks, etc); 

o install and configure modules and themes via frontend UI; 

o web application development for Drupal; 

o Testing, maintenance, and troubleshooting of existing sites; 

o Contributing ideas and efforts towards improvement of the websites. 

 

 
 

-End of document- 


